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An impact cartridge unit for military exercise

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION AND PRIOR ART

The present invention relates to an impact cartridge unit for military exercise comprising a cartridge containing a propulsive agent and on top thereof a member simulating a low velocity grenade to be fired by a firearm or the like.

“Impact cartridge unit” is to be interpreted as something really fired or launched during military exercise or training for hitting a target but not being harmful to the participants of said military exercise as would a live such unit be.

“Low velocity grenade” is a grenade similar to a hand-grenade with respect to range *????. However, in some situations a hand-grenade may not be thrown as exactly as desired for obtaining the effect aimed at and/or the distance to the target is too long. This may for instance be the case when there is a wish to deliver a grenade from the outside of a building through a window into a room on the fourth floor of the building. In such a case a low velocity grenade being a part of a said impact cartridge unit may be fired through for instance an attachment applied on a conventional firearm with an accuracy required through said window. Thus, the propulsive agent and said cartridge are adapted to the grenade so that it will “fly” according to a path similar to a conventional throw towards a target, but a grenade of this type differs from a hand-grenade by having a higher accuracy and a considerably larger range.

A known impact cartridge unit for military exercise of the type defined in the introduction has a member simulating a low velocity grenade formed by a member of low density material flying and landing as a live low velocity grenade without hurting anyone. However, the simulation of a live grenade is restricted to the movement path of the grenade. Such low velocity grenades are often fired into landscape pockets, buildings and the like, where it is not possible to see the landing position thereof. This means that in many situations during a military exercise the effect of a live such low velocity grenade may not be accurately simulated through this known impact cartridge unit, but rough estimations have to be done for calculating whether any participants of the exercise have been affected or not.

It would be possible to determine the position of impact of such a low velocity grenade in some situations through the use of instrument engineering, such as GPS, radio networks and the like. However, it is very complicated to determine the impact
position of the grenade from data concerning the direction of the firearm and calculate the ballistic path thereof. Such a calculation model has to consider the appearance of the terrain, fixed obstacles such as buildings, windows (Did the grenade hit the wall close to the window or did it go through the window?), dynamic obstacles, such as opened/closed doors, movable objects (vehicle platforms) and so on. Furthermore, the use of GPS will not deliver reliable results indoors.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The object of the present invention is to provide an impact cartridge unit for military exercise of the type defined above making it possible to better simulate a live low velocity grenade than such impact cartridge units already known.

This object is obtained by providing said grenade simulating member with an arrangement adapted to simulate a detonation of a low velocity grenade and means associated therewith for triggering said detonation.

Thanks to the simulation of a detonation of a low velocity grenade this will “inform” the surroundings about the impact position thereof. Thus, measures may be taken for influencing the surroundings, including participants of the military exercise, in the same way as would a live low velocity grenade. Thus, no complicated calculation system is needed for exactly determining the position of the grenade, since it will in any way have the same influence in said military exercise as a live grenade.

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention said member comprises a shell containing an electronic unit adapted to simulate said detonation and to be triggered by said triggering means. By using such an electronic unit in said grenade simulating member a suitable simulation of a detonation of a low velocity grenade may be accomplished without any harmful influence whatsoever upon participants of the military exercise.

According to another preferred embodiment of the invention said electronic unit comprises a transmitter adapted to influence by its transmission equipment used for a military exercise for obtaining an effect upon participants of said exercise, such as soldiers and the like, similar to that of a live grenade in combat. This constitutes an efficient solution to the problem of simulating a detonation of a low velocity grenade.
According to another preferred embodiment of the invention said transmitter is adapted to transmit light for simulating said detonation, and it is advantageous to use for example coded visible/invisible as said light.

According to another preferred embodiment of the invention said transmission is adapted to transmit sound for simulating said detonation, and another possibility is to transmit radio signals for said simulation. Thus, the electronic unit with the transmitter may be designed for adapting them to the overall system used for a military exercise.

"Triggering means" as used here is to be interpreted very broadly and includes also the case of designing said arrangement so that it will be influenced by the firing of the impact cartridge unit to start a count-down to the simulation of a detonation.

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention said triggering means comprises a sensor adapted to trigger said arrangement upon sensing a firing of said unit, and this may for instance be obtained by a sensor sensing the shock or acceleration at the firing instant or a mechanical sensor sensing the separation of said member from the cartridge at the firing instant.

According to another preferred embodiment of the invention said triggering means comprises a sensor adapted to trigger said arrangement upon sensing an impact of said grenade simulating member after firing. This way of triggering is advantageous for simulating certain types of low velocity grenades.

According to another preferred embodiment of the invention said shell of the grenade simulating member also contains a delay unit adapted to delay said detonation simulation with respect to the triggering thereof by said triggering means. Such a delay unit may be a clock, a fuse or anything else co-operating with the triggering means.

According to another preferred embodiment of the invention said grenade simulating member also comprises means adapted to emit smoke, dust or gas mixture in connection with an impact of said grenade simulating member. This means that the effect of a low velocity grenade may be even better simulated, since the detonation thereof normally results in a cloud of splinter, dust and the like simulated by the emission of said smoke, dust or gas mixture.
According to another preferred embodiment of the invention said grenade simulating member comprises a transmitter adapted to automatically start some sort of transmission with a delay of a predetermined period of time with respect to said detonation simulation for enabling said grenade simulating member to be found after completion of a said military exercise. Such a period of time may for instance be an hour after said detonation simulation, and this feature makes it possible to recycle the grenade simulating member or parts thereof, such as an electronic unit included therein, for repeated use in subsequent military exercises, thus lowering the cost for the impact cartridge unit.

Further advantages as well as advantageous features of the invention will appear from the following description and the other dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

With respect to the appended drawings, below follows a specific description of a preferred embodiment of the invention cited as an example.

In the drawings:

Fig 1 is a schematic, partially sectioned view of an impact cartridge unit for military exercise according to a preferred embodiment of the invention,

Figs 2 and 3 show two possible situations for the use of an impact cartridge unit according to Fig 1 in a military exercise, and

Fig 4 is a very schematic view illustrating the way of function of a grenade simulating member in an impact cartridge unit according to Fig 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

An impact cartridge unit for military exercise according to a preferred embodiment of the invention is schematically illustrated in Fig 1. It comprises a conventional cartridge 1 containing a propulsive agent or booster charge and being of the same type as a cartridge used for firing a live low velocity grenade. This cartridge may typically have a calibre of 40 mm for firing with a grenade pistol or a rifle attach-
ment, but also other calibres are possible. The range thereof may be 400 m depending on grenade simulated. A member 2 simulating a low velocity grenade is arranged on top of the cartridge 1 and comprises a rear metal plate 3 to be influenced by the propulsive agent and a shell 4 designed not to hurt any person thereby. The shell 4 also contains an electronic unit 5 schematically indicated through a box. The electronic unit 5 is adapted to simulate a detonation of a low velocity grenade after firing the impact cartridge unit by a firearm or the like.

The function and further features of this impact cartridge unit according to the invention will now be described with reference to Figs 2-4.

It is shown in Fig 2 how an impact cartridge unit for military exercise in accordance with the invention is fired by a soldier 6 through a firearm attachment 7 in a loop for hitting a target 8 of a group of soldiers 9 in a cleft behind a small hill. The electronic unit 5 of the grenade simulating member includes or is associated with a sensor 10 used for triggering said detonation and sensing the instant of firing by being influenced by the shock or the acceleration or the physical separation of the cartridge and the grenade simulating member fired. The sensor 10 may also sense the impact of the grenade simulating member 2. Information from the sensor 10 is sent to a control unit 11, which with a possible delay after receiving a signal from the sensor 10 orders a simulation of a detonation of a grenade. This is done by sending a signal to a transmitter 12 starting to transmit light, sound, radio signals or the like as indicated by the arrows 13 in Fig 2. The control unit 11 may also send a signal to means 14 emitting smoke, dust or a gas mixture for making the simulated detonation visible and even more realistic for the participants of the military exercise. The transmission from the transmitter 12 is adapted to influence equipment used for the military exercise for obtaining an effect upon participants, as the soldiers 9, similar to that of a live grenade. This means that soldiers who had been killed or injured by a live grenade will be subjected to similar effect.

The electronic unit also comprises a further transmitter 15 adapted to automatically start a beacon transmission (for example sound, light or radio) with a delay of a predetermined period of time, such as an hour or the like, with respect to said detonation simulation for enabling said grenade simulating member to be found after completion of a said military exercise. This means that the grenade simulating member or at least the electronic unit thereof may be recycled for being mounted on a cartridge 1 for repeated use thereof.
Fig 3 illustrates a further possible situation for use of an impact cartridge unit according to the invention in a military exercise. The soldier 6 is here firing the member 2 through a window 16 and into a flat on the fourth floor of a building 17. It is shown how the member through its transmitter transmits light, sound, radio signals or the like 13 for effecting the target/soldier.

The invention is of course not in any way restricted to the preferred embodiment described above, but the appended claims cover a lot of modifications thereof.

The relative dimensions of the cartridge and the grenade simulating member shown in the Figures are only for illustrating purpose, and said member may for instance have another outer shape, a shell made of several different layers and the like.

It is not necessary that said grenade simulating member includes means for emission of smoke, dust or gas mixture in connection with an impact of the grenade simulating member.

Although favourable, the further transmitter for finding said member is neither a necessity.

The impact cartridge unit according to the invention may also be fired or launched through other equipment than those shown in the Figures.
Claims

1. An impact cartridge unit for military exercise comprising a cartridge (1) containing a propulsive agent and on top thereof a member (2) simulating a low velocity grenade to be fired by a firearm or the like, characterized in that said grenade simulating member comprises an arrangement (5, 11, 12) adapted to simulate a detonation of a low velocity grenade and means (10) associated therewith for triggering said detonation.

2. An impact cartridge unit according to claim 1, characterized in that said member comprises a shell (4) containing an electronic unit (5) adapted to simulate said detonation and to be triggered by said triggering means (10).

3. An impact cartridge unit according to claim 2, characterized in that said electronic unit (5) comprises a transmitter (12) adapted to influence by its transmission equipment used for a military exercise for obtaining an effect upon participants of said exercise, similar to that of a live grenade.

4. An impact cartridge unit according to claim 3, characterized in that said transmitter (12) is adapted to transmit visible and/or invisible light for simulating said detonation.

5. An impact cartridge unit according to claim 4, characterized in that said transmitter (12) is adapted to transmit light in the form of coded laser beams.

6. An impact cartridge unit according to claim 3, characterized in that said transmitter (12) is adapted to transmit sound for simulating said detonation.

7. An impact cartridge unit according to claim 3, characterized in that said transmitter (12) is adapted to transmit radio signals for simulating said detonation.

8. An impact cartridge unit according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that said triggering means comprises a sensor (10) adapted to trigger said arrangement upon sensing a firing of said unit.
9. An impact cartridge unit according to any of claims 1-7, characterized in that said triggering means comprises a sensor (10) adapted to trigger said arrangement upon sensing an impact of said grenade simulating member after firing.

10. An impact cartridge unit according to claim 2, characterized in that said shell (4) of the grenade simulating member also contains a delay unit (11) adapted to delay said detonation simulation with respect to the triggering thereof by said triggering means (10).

11. An impact cartridge unit according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that said grenade simulating member also comprises means (14) adapted to emit smoke, dust or gas mixture in connection with an impact of said grenade simulating member.

12. An impact cartridge unit according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that said grenade simulating member comprises a transmitter (15) adapted to automatically start to transmit with a delay of a predetermined period of time with respect to said detonation simulation for enabling said grenade simulating member (2) to be found after completion of a said military exercise.

13. An impact cartridge unit according to claim 12, characterized in that said transmitter (15) transmitting for enabling the grenade simulating member (2) to be found is adapted to transmit sound, light or radio signals.

14. An impact cartridge unit according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that said grenade simulating member (2) or a part thereof is adapted to be recycled for being mounted on a said cartridge (1) for repeated use thereof.

15. An impact cartridge unit according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that said grenade simulating member comprises a shell (4).

16. An impact cartridge unit according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that it is dimensioned to have a range shorter than 500 m, preferably up to 400 m.
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